Abstract
The state-of-the-art system combination method for machine translation (MT) is the word-based combination using confusion networks. One of the crucial steps in confusion network decoding is the alignment of different hypotheses to each other when building a network. In this paper, we present new methods to improve alignment of hypotheses using word synonyms and a two-pass alignment strategy. We demonstrate that combination with the new alignment technique yields up to 2.9 BLEU point improvement over the best input system and up to 1.3 BLEU point improvement over a state-of-the-art combination method on two different language pairs.

1 Introduction
Combining outputs of multiple systems performing the same task has been widely explored in various fields such as speech recognition, word sense disambiguation, and word alignments, and it had been shown that the combination approaches yielded significantly better outputs than the individual systems. System combination has also been explored in the MT field, especially with the emergence of various structurally different MT systems. Various techniques include hypothesis selection from different systems using sentence-level scores, re-decoding source sentences using phrases that are used by individual systems (Rosti et al., 2007a; Huang and Papineni, 2007) and word-based combination techniques using confusion networks (Matusov et al., 2006; Sim et al., 2007; Rosti et al., 2007b). Among these, confusion network decoding of the system outputs has been shown to be more effective than the others in terms of the overall translation quality.

One of the crucial steps in confusion network decoding is the alignment of hypotheses to each other because the same meaning can be expressed with synonymous words and/or with a different word ordering in different hypotheses. Unfortunately, all the alignment algorithms used in confusion network decoding are insensitive to synonyms of words when aligning two hypotheses to each other. This paper extends the previous alignment approaches to handle word synonyms more effectively to improve alignment of different hypotheses. We also present a two-pass alignment strategy for a better alignment of hypotheses with similar words but with a different word ordering.

We evaluate our system combination approach using variants of an in-house hierarchical MT system as input systems on two different language pairs: Arabic-English and Chinese-English. Even with very similar MT systems as inputs, we show that the improved alignments yield up to an absolute 2.9 BLEU point improvement over the best input system and up to an absolute 1.3 BLEU point improvement over the old alignments in a confusion-network-based combination.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of previous system combination techniques for MT. Section 3 discusses the confusion-network-based system combination. In Section 4, we present the new hypothesis alignment techniques. Finally, Section 5 presents our experiments and results on two language pairs.
System combination for machine translation can be done at three levels: Sentence-level, phrase-level or word-level.

Sentence-level combination is done by choosing one hypothesis among multiple MT system outputs (and possibly among n-best lists). The selection criterion can be a combination of translation model and language model scores with multiple comparison tests (Akiba et al., 2002), or statistical confidence models (Nomoto, 2004).

Phrase-level combination systems assume that the input systems provide some internal information about the system, such as phrases used by the system, and the task is to re-decode the source sentence using this additional information. The first example of this approach was the multi-engine MT system (Frederking and Nirenburg, 1994), which builds a chart using the translation units inside each input system and then uses a chart walk algorithm to find the best cover of the source sentence. Rosti et al. (2007a) collect source-to-target correspondences from the input systems, create a new translation option table using only these phrases, and re-decode the source sentence to generate better translations. In a similar work, it has been demonstrated that pruning the original phrase table according to reliable MT hypotheses and enforcing the decoder to obey the word orderings in the original system outputs improves the performance of the phrase-based combination systems (Huang and Papineni, 2007). In the absence of source-to-target phrase alignments, the sentences can be split into simple chunks using a recursive decomposition as input to MT systems (Mellebeek et al., 2006). With this approach, the final output is a combination of the best chunk translations that are selected by majority voting, system confidence scores and language model scores.

The word-level combination chooses the best translation units from different translations and combine them. The most popular method for word-based combination follows the idea behind the ROVER approach for combining speech recognition outputs (Fiscus, 1997). After reordering hypotheses and aligning to each other, the combination system builds a confusion network and chooses the path with the highest score. The following section describes confusion-network-based system combination in detail.

![Figure 1: Alignment of three hypotheses to each other using different hypotheses as skeletons.](image-url)
The major difficulty when using confusion networks for system combination for MT is aligning different hypotheses to the skeleton since the word order might be different in different hypotheses and it is hard to align words that are shifted from one hypothesis to another. Four popular methods to align hypotheses to each other are as follows:

1. Multiple string-matching algorithm based on Levenshtein edit distance (Bangalore et al., 2001)
2. A heuristic-based matching algorithm (Jayaraman and Lavie, 2005)
3. Using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) with possibly additional training data (Matusov et al., 2006)
4. Using TER (Snover et al., 2006) between the skeleton and a given hypothesis (Sim et al., 2007; Rosti et al., 2007b)

None of these methods takes word synonyms into account during alignment of hypotheses. In this work, we extend the TER-based alignment to use word stems and synonyms using the publicly available WordNet resource (Fellbaum, 1998) when aligning hypotheses to each other and show that this additional information improves the alignment and the overall translation significantly.

4 Confusion Networks with Word Synonyms and Two-pass Alignment

When building a confusion network, the goal is to put the same words on the same arcs as much as possible. Matching similar words between two hypotheses is necessary to achieve this goal.

When we align two different hypotheses using TER, it is necessary that two words have the identical spelling to be considered a match. However, in natural languages, it is possible to represent the same meaning using synonyms of words in possibly different positions. For example, in the following sentences, “at the same time” and “in the meantime”, “waiting for” and “expect”, and “set” and “established” correspond to each other, respectively:

**Skeleton:** at the same time expect israel to abide by the deadlines set by .

**Hypothesis:** in the meantime , we are waiting for israel to abide by the established deadlines .

Using TER, synonymous words might be aligned to each other if they appear in the same position in two hypotheses but this is less likely when two words appear in different positions. Without knowing that two words are synonyms of each other, they are considered two separate words during TER alignment.

Our goal is to create equivalence classes for each word in the given translations and modify the alignment algorithm to give priority to the matching of words that are in the same equivalence class. In this paper, the equivalence classes are generated using WordNet by extracting synonyms of each word in the translations.

To incorporate matching of word synonyms into the alignment, we followed three steps:

1. Use WordNet to extract synonyms of the words that appear in all hypotheses.
2. Augment each skeleton word with all synonymous words that appear in all the hypotheses.
3. Modify TER script to handle words with alternatives using an additional synonym matching operation.

In the following subsections, we describe how each of these tasks is performed.

4.1 Extracting Synonyms from WordNet

The first step is to use WordNet to extract synonyms of each word that appears in all hypotheses. This is simply done using the publicly available WordNet processing tools to extract all synonyms of the given word. To allow matching words that have the same stem or variations of the same word with different part-of-the-speech (POS) tags, we extract all synonyms of the given word regardless of their POS tag in the given translation.

In the example above, it is clear that the verbs *wait* and *expect* have the same meaning but TER is unable to align these two words to each other because of different word positions. Using WordNet, we get the following two entries for the words *waiting* and *expect*, indicating that two words can be considered as synonyms of each other:


Our goal is to add as many synonyms as possible to increase the chances of a word aligning to one of its possible synonyms rather than to any other word. Therefore, we do not distinguish between the synonyms of the same word according to their confidence value or their POS tag.
wait. Sense 4: expect ⇒ see, consider, reckon, view, regard. Sense 5: expect ⇒ expect, look, await, wait. Sense 6: have a bun in the oven, bear, carry, gestate, expect ⇒ give birth, deliver, bear, birth, have.


We should note that WordNet contains only open-class words, i.e., nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. There are no entries for determiners, prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, and particles. For better matching of these additional POS tags, we manually created a different equivalence class for each POS tag that is not included in the WordNet so that words with the same POS tag can be considered synonymous.

### 4.2 Augmenting References

After extracting the synonyms of each word in the given translations, the next step is to augment each reference word with its synonyms. To avoid over-generation of synonyms, we make the assumption that words \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) are synonyms of each other only if \( w_i \) appears in the synonym list of \( w_j \), and \( w_j \) appears in the synonym list of \( w_i \). To make the alignment task more efficient and faster, we restrict the synonym list to only words that appear in the given translations. In our running example, the augmented (extended) skeleton according to the second hypothesis is as follows:

**Extended skeleton:** at the same time meantime expect waiting israel to abide by the deadlines set established by .

### 4.3 Modifications to TER Script

The final step is to modify TER script to favor matching of a word to its synonyms rather than to any other word. To achieve this goal, we modified the publicly available TER script, TERCOM (Snover et al., 2006), to match words in the same equivalence class at an additional synonym cost. In its original implementation, TERCOM builds a hash table for the \( n \)-grams that appear in both the reference and the hypothesis translation to determine possible shifts of words. To allow synonymous words to be shifted and aligned to each other, we extend the hash table for all possible synonyms of words in the skeleton. Formally, if the skeleton includes two consecutive words \( w_i, w_j \) and \( w_j, w_j \), where \( s_i \) (\( s_j \)) is a synonym of \( w_i \) (\( w_j \)), we put all four possible combinations to the hash table: \( w_i w_j, w_i s_j, s_i w_j, \) and \( s_i s_j \).4

To give higher priority to the exact matching of words (which has zero cost during edit distance computation), we used a slightly higher cost for synonym matching, a cost of 0.1.5 All the other operations (i.e., insertion, deletion, substitution and shifting of words) have a cost of 1.0.

#### 4.4 Two-pass Alignment Strategy

When building a confusion network, the usual strategy is first to align each hypothesis to the skeleton separately and reorder them so that the word ordering in the given hypothesis matches the word ordering in the skeleton translation. Next a confusion network is built between all these reordered hypotheses.

One of the major problems with this process occurs when the hypotheses include additional words that do not appear in the skeleton translation, as depicted in Figure 2. Since the alignments of two different hypotheses are done independently, two hypotheses other than the skeleton may not align perfectly, especially when the additional words appear in different positions.

To overcome this issue, we employ a two-pass alignment strategy. In the first pass, we align all hypotheses to the skeleton independently and build a confusion network. Next an intermediate reference sentence is created from the confusion network generated in the first pass. To create this intermediate reference, we find the best position for each word that appears in the confusion network

---

4 Note that the hash table is built in an iterative fashion.

5 Synonym matching cost was determined empirically, trying different costs from 0 to 0.5.
using majority voting. The second pass uses this intermediate reference as the skeleton translation to generate the final confusion network.

When we create the intermediate reference, the number of positions for a given word is bounded by the maximum number of occurrences of the same word in any hypothesis. It is possible that two different words are mapped to the same position in the intermediate reference. If this is the case, these words are treated as synonyms when building the second confusion network, and the intermediate reference looks like the extended reference in Section 4.2.

Finally, Figure 3 presents our running example with the old alignments versus the alignments with synonym matching and two-pass alignment.

4.5 Features

Each word in the confusion network is represented by system-specific word scores. For computing scores, each hypothesis is assigned a score based on three different methods:

1. **Uniform weighting**: Each hypothesis in the n-best list has the same score of $1/n$.
2. **Rank-based weighting**: Each hypothesis is assigned a score of $1/(1 + r)$, where $r$ is the rank of the hypothesis.
3. **TM-based weighting**: Each hypothesis is weighted by the score that is assigned to the hypothesis by the translation model.

The total score of an arc with word $w$ for a given system $S$ is the sum of all the scores of the hypotheses in system $S$ that contain the word $w$ in the given position. The score for a specific arc between nodes $n_i$ and $n_j$ is normalized by the sum of the scores for all the arcs between $n_i$ and $n_j$.

Our experiments demonstrated that rank-based weighting performs the best among all three weighting methods although the differences are small. In the rest of the paper, we report only the results with rank-based weighting.

Besides the arc scores, we employ the following features during decoding:

1. Skeleton selection features for each system,
2. NULL-word (or epsilon) insertion score,
3. Word penalty, and
4. Language model score.

Skeleton selection feature is intended to help choose the best skeleton among the input systems. NULL-word feature controls the number of epsilon arcs used in the chosen translation during the decoding and word penalty feature controls the length of the translation. For language model scores, we used a 4-gram LM that we used to train the input systems.

5 Evaluation and Results

In this section, we describe how we train the input systems and how we evaluate the proposed system combination method.

5.1 Systems and Data

To evaluate the impact of the new alignments, we tested our system combination approach using the old alignments and improved alignments on two language pairs: Arabic-English and Chinese-English. We ran the system combination on three system outputs that were generated by an in-house hierarchical phrase-based decoder, as in (Chiang, 2007). The major difference between the three systems is that they were trained on different subsets of the available training data using different word alignments.

For generating the system outputs, first a hierarchical phrase-based decoder was used to generate three sets of unique 3000-best lists. Nine fea-
tures were used in the hierarchical phrase-based systems under the log-linear model framework: a 4-gram language model (LM) score (trained on nearly 3.6 billion words using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002)), conditional rule/phrase probabilities and lexical weights (in both directions), rule penalty, phrase penalty, and word penalty. Rules and phrases were extracted in a similar manner as described in (Chiang, 2007) from the training data with word alignments generated by GIZA++.

For Arabic-English, the first system was trained on all available training data (see Table 1 for details), with long sentences segmented into multiple segments based on IBM model 1 probabilities (Xu et al., 2005). The second system was trained on a small subset of the training data, which is mostly newswire. The third system was trained on an automatically extracted subset of the training data according to \( n \)-gram overlap in the test sets.

For Chinese-English, the first system used all the training data without any sentence segmentation. The second system used all training data after IBM-1 based sentence segmentation, with different weightings on different corpora. The third system is the same as the second system except that it used different word alignment symmetrization heuristics (grow-diag-final-and vs. grow-diag-final (Koehn et al., 2003)).

### 5.2 Empirical Results

All input systems were optimized on a randomly selected subset of the NIST MTEval’02, MTEval’03, and MTEval’04 test sets using minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003) to maximize BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002).

System combination was optimized on the rest of this data using MERT to maximize BLEU score. As inputs to the system combination, we used 10-best hypotheses from each of the re-ranked \( n \)-best lists. To optimize system combination, we generated unique 1000-best lists from a lattice we created from the input hypotheses, and used MERT in a similar way to MT system optimization.

We evaluated system combination with improved alignments on three different NIST MTEval test sets (MTEval’05, MTEval’06 NIST portion, and MTEval’08). The final MT outputs were evaluated using lowercased BLEU scores.6

Tables 2 and 3 present the BLEU scores (in percentages) for the input systems and for different combination strategies on three test sets in Arabic-English and Chinese-English, respectively.

On Arabic-English, the combination with synonym matching and two-pass alignment yields absolute improvements of 1.8 to 2.9 BLEU point on three test sets over the best input system. When compared to the combination algorithm with the old alignments (i.e., 1-pass alignment with no synonym matching), the improved alignments yield an additional improvement of 0.9 to 1.3 BLEU point on the three test sets.

For Chinese-English, the improvements over the previous combination algorithm are smaller. The

---

6We used the NIST script (version 11b) for BLEU with its default settings: case-insensitive matching of up to 4-grams, and the shortest reference sentence for the brevity penalty.
new combination system yields up to an absolute 2.6 BLEU point improvement over the best input system and up to 0.5 BLEU point improvement over the previous combination algorithm on three different test sets. Note that for Arabic-English, the individual systems show a high variance in translation quality when compared to Chinese-English systems. This might explain why the improvements on Chinese-English are modest when compared to Arabic-English results.

We also noticed that system combination yielded much smaller improvement on Chinese MTEval’08 data when compared to other test sets, regardless of the alignment method (only 0.5 BLEU point over the best input system). We suspected that this might happen because of a mismatch between the genres of the test set and the tuning set (the amount of web text data in MTEval’08 test set is high although the tuning set does not include any web text data). To test this hypothesis, we created a new tuning set for system combination, which consists of 2000 randomly selected sentences from the previous MTEval test sets and includes web text data. Using this new tuning set, combination with the improved alignments yields a BLEU score of 29.3 on MTEval’08 data (an absolute improvement of 1.5 BLEU point over the best input system, and 0.9 BLEU point improvement over the combination with the old alignments). These new results again validate the usefulness of the improved alignments when the tuning set matches the genre of the test set.

### 5.3 A Comparison of the Impact of Synonym Matching and Two-pass Alignment

One last evaluation investigated the impact of each component on the overall improvement. For this purpose, we ran system combination by turning on and off each component. Table 4 presents the system combination results in terms of BLEU scores on Arabic-English test sets when each component is used on its own or when they are used together.

The results indicate that synonym matching on its own yields improvements of 0.3-0.6 BLEU points over not using synonym matching. Two-pass alignment turns out to be more useful than synonym matching, yielding an absolute improvement of up to 1 BLEU point over one-pass alignment.

### 6 Conclusions

We presented an extension to the previous alignment approaches to handle word synonyms more effectively in an attempt to improve the alignments between different hypotheses during confusion network decoding. We also presented a two-pass alignment strategy for a better alignment of hypotheses with similar words but with a different word ordering.

We evaluated our system combination approach on two language pairs: Arabic-English and Chinese-English. Combination with improved alignments yielded up to an absolute 2.9 BLEU point improvement over the best input system and up to an absolute 1.3 BLEU point improvement over combination with the old alignments. It is worth noting that these improvements are obtained using very similar input systems. We expect that the improvements will be higher when we use structurally different MT systems as inputs to the combiner.

Our future work includes a more effective use of existing linguistic resources to handle alignment of one word to multiple words (e.g., *al-nahayan* vs. *al nahyan*, and *threaten* vs. *pose threat*) and matching of similar (but not necessarily synonymous) words (*polls* vs. *elections*). We are also planning to extend word lattices to include phrases from the individual systems (i.e., not just the words) for more grammatical outputs.
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